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imagery and derived satellite data products, 

existing public data sets where commercial 

data sets are not available or applicable, or 

the fusion of such data sets; 

(2) integrate multiple sources of geospatial 

information, such as geographic information 

system data, satellite-provided positioning 

data, and remotely sensed data, in innovative 

ways; 

(3) include funds or in-kind contributions 

from non-Federal sources; 

(4) involve the participation of commercial 

entities that process raw or lightly processed 

data, often merging that data with other geo-

spatial information, to create data products 

that have significant value added to the origi-

nal data; and 

(5) taken together demonstrate as diverse a 

set of public sector applications as possible. 

(c) OPPORTUNITIES.—In carrying out this sec-

tion, the Administrator shall seek opportunities 

to assist— 

(1) in the development of commercial appli-

cations potentially available from the remote 

sensing industry; and 

(2) State, local, regional, and tribal agencies 

in applying remote sensing and other geo-

spatial information technologies for growth 

management. 

(d) DURATION.—Assistance for a pilot project 

under subsection (a) shall be provided for a pe-

riod not to exceed 3 years. 

(e) REPORT.—Each recipient of a grant under 

subsection (a) shall transmit a report to the Ad-

ministrator on the results of the pilot project 

within 180 days of the completion of that 

project. 

(f) WORKSHOP.—Each recipient of a grant 

under subsection (a) shall, not later than 180 

days after the completion of the pilot project, 

conduct at least one workshop for potential 

users to disseminate the lessons learned from 

the pilot project as widely as feasible. 

(g) REGULATIONS.—The Administrator shall 

issue regulations establishing application, selec-

tion, and implementation procedures for pilot 

projects, and guidelines for reports and work-

shops required by this section. 

(Pub. L. 111–314, § 3, Dec. 18, 2010, 124 Stat. 3423.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

Revised 
Section 

Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Large) 

60303 .......... 42 U.S.C. 16673. Pub. L. 109–155, title III, 
§ 313, Dec. 30, 2005, 119 
Stat. 2921. 

§ 60304. Program evaluation 

(a) ADVISORY COMMITTEE.—The Administrator 

shall establish an advisory committee, consist-

ing of individuals with appropriate expertise in 

State, local, regional, and tribal agencies, the 

university research community, and the remote 

sensing and other geospatial information indus-

tries, to monitor the program established under 

section 60303 of this title. The advisory commit-

tee shall consult with the Federal Geographic 

Data Committee and other appropriate industry 

representatives and organizations. Notwith-

standing section 14 of the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act (5 App. U.S.C.), the advisory 
committee established under this subsection 
shall remain in effect until the termination of 

the program under section 60303 of this title. 
(b) EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION.—Not later 

than December 31, 2009, the Administrator shall 

transmit to Congress an evaluation of the effec-

tiveness of the program established under sec-

tion 60303 of this title in exploring and promot-

ing the integrated use of sources of remote sens-

ing and other geospatial information to address 

State, local, regional, and tribal agency needs. 

Such evaluation shall have been conducted by 

an independent entity. 

(Pub. L. 111–314, § 3, Dec. 18, 2010, 124 Stat. 3424.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

Revised 
Section 

Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Large) 

60304 .......... 42 U.S.C. 16674. Pub. L. 109–155, title III, 
§ 314, Dec. 30, 2005, 119 
Stat. 2921. 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Section 14 of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 

referred to in subsec. (a), is section 14 of Pub. L. 92–463, 

which is set out in the Appendix to Title 5, Government 

Organization and Employees. 

§ 60305. Data availability 

The Administrator shall ensure that the re-

sults of each of the pilot projects completed 

under section 60303 of this title shall be retriev-

able through an electronic, internet-accessible 

database. 

(Pub. L. 111–314, § 3, Dec. 18, 2010, 124 Stat. 3424.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

Revised 
Section 

Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Large) 

60305 .......... 42 U.S.C. 16675. Pub. L. 109–155, title III, 
§ 315, Dec. 30, 2005, 119 
Stat. 2922. 

§ 60306. Education 

The Administrator shall establish an edu-

cational outreach program to increase aware-

ness at institutions of higher education and 

State, local, regional, and tribal agencies of the 

potential applications of remote sensing and 

other geospatial information and awareness of 

the need for geospatial workforce development. 

(Pub. L. 111–314, § 3, Dec. 18, 2010, 124 Stat. 3424.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

Revised 
Section 

Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Large) 

60306 .......... 42 U.S.C. 16676. Pub. L. 109–155, title III, 
§ 316, Dec. 30, 2005, 119 
Stat. 2922. 
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60502. Transitioning experimental research into 

operational services. 
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Atmospheric Administration. 
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